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Designed by Hong Kong based OVA Studio, the HIVE INN is a hotel structure that enables its rooms to travel 
in and out The architects created a hyper-static grid structure that can be assembled on demand and its 
elements can be stored within dedicated containers, thus allowing the building to grow and/or decrease 
in relation to demand. 

The project aims at offering maximum flexibility and mobility, a trend that is em bodied in our modern way of 
life. The cargo container, a common and cheap enclosed "1)1ume offers by it standardization 
adaptability to many configurations both in terms of usage and shape. The hospitality/unction of the structure 
is rooted in a migrant society that is embodied by global trade routes and e)(Changes. Permanence is no 
longer a requirement and is replaced by customization and adaptability. The rooms can thus be shipped to 
whatelo<!r location and in relation to the need of the client base, one day in New York and a few weeks later in 
Singapore or Hong Kong. The rooms are not solely"sleeping" units but may become Ser\iced apartments, 
Soho's (Small Office, Home Office) and even offices that are traded and/or leased to various indil.iduals or 
companies that are present and actilo<! on the global scene. 

The connection to ser\ices (Water, A/C, Telecom, Power, etc. had to be sollo<!d through a special unit named a 
"cassette" that contains these fixed ser\ices. They are placed linearly on the side and are connected l.ia 
flexible connections to the points on the container unit and to the structure core containing the lo<!rtical ser\ice 
risers. The centre of the "cassette" is filled with earth which allows for the greening of the structure. It also 
prol.ides a place for urban crop gardens to supply the demand of the hotel kitchens. 

The HIVE INN concept also targets at prol.iding unique marketing opportunities by allowing major consumer 
brands to finance/sponsor rooms and elo<!n prol.ide the fitting out of the rooms in that particular brand 
character, the logistic of manufacturing and transportation being transferred to the brand. This prol.ides 
doubled edged marketing for both the brands and the hotel operator in a synergy of common interests. The 
operator may halo<! marketing campaigns adlo<!rtising the arrival and placement for a period of time of a 
specific branded container, thus creating a unique supply of a unique product for a limited time period. 
(Limited Edition) 

M. present, architects at OVA Studio halo<! worked around hospitality design, but they belie\<! that the same 
idea could be extended to institutional project, emergency housing as well as healthcare centres. 
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�--., DZine Trip's 
'Publication Team' are a 
group of creatilo<! 
indil.iduals eager to 
share their passion for 

design to readers 
L..--------" around the globe. With 
an eye for the inspiring, this unique group of 
taste-makers make it their mission to 
prol.ide design enthusiasts interesting 
articles of the latest and the greatest in 
design. Be it creations, competitions, 
scholarships or elo<!nts, DZine Trip's 
'Publication Team' strilo<! to keep you 
informed on the design wort d's next big 
happening! 
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The Ferrari Room Concept 
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